KINGS ENGLISH 2016
GRADE 910
Task 1. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (20 points)
Sample: I like Monica as a friend. I don't ________ her attractive.
. find
B. feel
C. see
1. I am an ________ person. I don't like to rely on others.
A. independence

B. independent

2. Do you have this shirt in a smaller ________?
A. proportion
B. number
3.

C. dependent
C. size

My brother is --------------- in one eye. He can’t see well.
A.blind
B. blonde
C. bald

4. Lela is always ------------ during the summer.
A. tanned
B. tan
C. tinned
5. I'm out of shape. I ran for 5 minutes, and I'm already out of -------- .
A. breath
B. breathing
C. breast
6. Slow down! You're going 40 miles above the ________!
A. speed border
B. speed zone
C. speed limit
7. During ________, roads are normally very congested.
A. rush minute
B. hours of peak
C. rush hour
8. In most fancy restaurants, the ________ is usually excellent.
A. work
B. service
C. responsibility
9. Can you get me another ________? It's going to be a cold night.
A. blanket
B. pillow
C. pillow case
10. Katie is very ________ for all the help you have given her.
A. unhappy

B. great

C. grateful

Task 2 . Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (15 points)
Sample: My father's sister is my --------------- .
. aunt

B. sister

C. mother

11. Most people keep their books on a bookshelf, also known as a ________.
A. book-closet

B. bookcase

C. book store

12. Frank works in a courthouse. He is a --------.
A. lawyer
B. builder
C. firefighter
13. My female child is my--------------- .
A. aunt
B. daughter
C. sister
14. An appliance that cools your house in the summer is an air ________ .
A. heater

B. conditioner

C. warmer

15. If something is sugar- ---------- it does not contain sugar.
A. gone

B. empty

C. free

Task 3. Complete the conversation. (10 points)
Sample: The phone's ringing ___________.
A . I'll ring it

B. I'll see it

 . I'll get it

16. We're going to the disco. ________.
A . Help yourself
B. Really fun

C. Have fun

17. Hello. It's a pleasure to meet you.
A. I'm sorry I'm late.
B. I know I'm late.

C. I think we've met before.

18. I'm having a get-together in my house on Wednesday night.
A. Would you like to come?
B. Give her my regards

C. Tell her that I appreciate it.

19. Eka often asks me about you.
A. Give her my regards
20. How did it happen?

B. Take it easy.

A. I was dusting the shelf and knocked it over.

B. Help yourself.

Task 4. Find the correct synonym. (15 points)
Sample: Nervous
A. Short

B. Direct

. Anxious

A. Small
22. Sure

B. Little

C. Thin

A. Likely
23. Hilarious

B. Doubtful

C. Certain

A. Very smart
24. Cheap
A. Poor

B. Very funny

C. Very small

B. Costly

C. Inexpensive

B. Incredible

C. Horrible

21. Skinny

25. Terrible
A. Sweet

Task 5. Put in the correct preposition. (10 points)
Sample: You can depend ------- him.
A. of

. on

C. in

26. That car belongs --------- my father.
A. to
B. for
C. from
27. Who looks ---------- the children when you are away?
A. at
B. for
C. after
28. His books have been translated ----------- many languages.
A. by

B. for

C. into

29. He applied ---------- the position of sales manager.
A. to
B. for
C. at
30. Look ----------! There is a big dog behind you!
A. out

B. over

C. up

C. Are you free?
C. Oh no!

Task 6. Choose the correct answer. (30 points)
Sample: I like ---------- films.
. watching

B. watcher

C. watched

31. He always ____________ me borrow his books.
A. let's
B. lets

C. lest to

32. ________ Polish people eat meat.
A. Most
B. Almost

C. The much

33. I have a lot of very difficult ________ this term.
A. exams
B. exam

C. examination

34. Do I ----------- sign a document?
A. must
B. have to
35. When are you ________ your apartment?

C. can

A. leave
B. leaving
36. The apartment is on ________ second floor.
A. -

B. a

C. left
C. the

37. I'd feel ----------- if there was a lifeguard around.
A. safer
B. unsafe
C. to safe
38. Can we -------- a boat and go out to one of the nearby islands?
A. rent
B. to rent
C. renting
39. Robert got a lot of presents for ----------- birthday, including a new bike.
A. him
B. his
C. he’s
40. Don't forget to invite ---------- cousin.
A. you

B. yours

C.your

Bonus task: Choose the correctly spelled word A,B, or C. (15 points)
Sample: A. mislied

. mislead

C. misleed

1. A. interesting
2. A. islend
3. A. disappointed

B. intresting
B. island
B. dissappointed

C. intersting
C. icland
C. disapointed

4. A. uwillngly
5. A. lugage

B. unwillingly
B. luggage

C. unwellingly
C. luggege

